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Abstract

Abstract

We study the ultrasonic attenuation in layered superconductors using the Green's function

formalism. General expressions are derived analytically and then calculated numerically

by taking the nearest and next-nearest interactions in a disordered layered superconductor

with random hoppings. Our results show huge anisotropics of ultrasonic attenuation in the

superconductors and the strong dependence of ultrasonic attenuation on the temperature

and the direction of polarization of the sound wave.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

Superconductivity was discovered first by H.K. Onnes in 1911 when a sharp drop of resistance

of several orders of magnitude was found in mercury on lowering the temperature below 4K.

After that many superconductors have been found and the critical temperature raised higher

and higher. But the first theory for superconductivity appeared only 46 years after H.K.

Onnes' remarkable discovery. It is known as the BCS theory published by J. Bardeen, L.

Cooper and J.R. Schrieffer, who were the first to explain the properties of superconductors

from the first principles [1].

However, it took another 25 years before the high-Tc era began when Bednorz and Miiller

found a new class of superconductors, known as high-Tc cuprates. Now the critical temper-

ature is far above the liquid nitrogen temperature and moving towards room temperature.

Many novel superconductors have been found in recent years, including heavy-fermion su-

perconductors, organic superconductors, ferromagnetic superconductors, and others.

The study of the c-axis transport properties in layered superconductors is one of the

interesting topics which has fundamental consequences for theories of the normal state and

superconducting state. In order to identify the superconducting mechanism, a variety of

experiments have been done to measure the conductivity [2, 3, 4] and the penetration depth

[5, 6, 7] along the c-axis of different high-Tc superconductors. Many interesting results has

been found from these works and inspired theoretical work on this topic. Now it is well ac-

cepted that high-Tc superconductors have a dx2_y2 wave pairing symmetry in Cu02 planes,

based on the measurements of the temperature dependence of the in-plane penetration depth
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[6, 8], ARPES (angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy) [9] and phase-sensitive measure-

ment [10]. Some experiments also showed that the in-plane penetration depth increases

linearly with T at low temperature, which is in contrast to the activated behavior of con-

ventional superconductors [11].

These interesting results have inspired theoretical work on the c-axis transport in the

high-Tc superconductors. The first theoretical work was done by A.G. Rojo and K. Levin in

1993 using a model of an anisotropic three-dimensional disordered system with the nearest-

neighbor hopping [12]. Three years later K. Lehoppingvin compared their work [13] with

P.W. Anderson's [14] and confirmed that the interlayer transport was a tunnehng process

with a strong inelastic component but it was unknown whether each Cu02 plane should be

a Luttinger liquid or a Fermi liquid. After that, many models appeared to calculate the

conductivity along the c-axis, based on the assumptions of Luttinger liquid or Fermi liquid

[15, 16]. In 2001 M. Turlakov and A.J. Leggett were inspired by the Coulomb blockade

phenomena to argue that the anomalous c-axis transport properties were a consequence of

the strong correlations in the cuprates [17]. However, there is no agreement on this topic

which can be extracted from the currently available experiments.

In recent years, ultrasonic attenuation is a new method that has been used to explore the

transport properties of c-axis in the superconductors [18]. This method was firstly used to

locate the gap line and point nodes in superconducting UPts in 1986 [19]. In 2001 C. Lupien

et al. measured the ultrasonic attenuation both in the normal and superconducting states

of Sr2Ru04 and found huge anisotropics in the measured attenuation, both in the normal

and superconducting states [18].

There havs been extensive theoretical work concerning the ultrasonic attenuation in dif-

ferent superconductors and normal metals, including a recent one published by M.B. Walker,

M.F. Smith and K.V. Samokhin [20]. They suggested a model that properly takes into ac-

count the crystaUine and electronic structure of superconductors. The strong anisotropy
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of the ultrasonic attenuation in superconductors is intimately connected with its layered

square-lattice structure. Assuming that the interlayer electron-phonon interaction can be

neglected, they calculated the attenuation attributing the electron-phonon interaction to

the stretching of bonds between ions lying in a single plane.

So the ultrasonic attenuation has been shown to be an important tool of exploring the

c-axis transport properties of superconductors. Motivated by this fact, especially by the

recent experimental and theoretical work [18, 20], we investigated the ultrasonic attenuation

in superconductors with layered square-lattice structure. In order to compare the data

from our numerical simulations with the data from future experiments, many details on

the Hamiltonian have to be considered. In our model, in addition to the electron-phonon

interaction associated with the stretching of bonds between ions lying in a single plane, the

interactions associated with the stretching of bonds between different planes have also been

taken into account. In our model, we assume that the hopping amphtudes are random.

This is the first time in the literature that both the nearest and the next-nearest interlayer

hoppings are taken into account in a model of a three-dimensional disordered system for

the pm-pose of the calculation of the ultrasonic attenuation in superconductors. With these

considerations more information enters into the Hamiltonian, which makes the model more

universal and the data much more reliable when comparisons between the numerical results

and the future experiment data are made.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chap. 2 is the theoretical part in which the model

Hamiltonian is introduced, and the ultreisonic attenuation coefficient is calculated using the

Green's function formalism. All the numerical results are presented and analyzed in details in

Chap. 3, including the solution for the self-energy and the ultrasonic attenuation lengths for

longitudinal and transverse waves along the z-axis of crystals. Chap. 4 contains a conclusion

and the discussion of future work.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Calculation

This Chapter presents the theoretical analysis of single-electron properties and electron-

phonon interaction in a disordered layered superconductor with d-wave pairing. Firstly only

the nearest-neighbor electron hoppings between the sites in a single plane as well as the

interlayer hoppings are considered to derive a tight-binding electron Hamiltonian. Then

both the nearest and the next-nearest hoppings are taken into account. All these details

are shown from Chap. 2.1 to Chap. 2.6, where the renormalized Matsubara frequency and

the solutions for the electron self-energy are also discussed. In Chap. 2.7 the expression

for the electron-phonon interaction are derived for both the longitudinal wave case and the

transverse wave case.

The purpose of this thesis is to calculate the ultrasonic attenuation in layered supercon-

ductors, the final form of which is shown in Chap. 2.8. The ultrasonic attenuation coefficient

follows from the self-energy function of phonon after taking its imaginary part. In this thesis,

all the theoretical work is based on the detailed tight-binding Hamiltonian we developed and

analyzed using the Green's function formalism.

2.1 The tight-binding model and Hamiltonian

Our model is based on the crystalline structure of the cuprate high-Tc superconductor

YBa2Cu307, which is shown in Fig. 2.1. It is well accepted that the superconductivity

occurs in the CuOa-plane and depends mainly on the number of carriers within the Cu02-
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Figure 2.1: Unit cell of YBaaCusOy.

plane, which is controlled by the charge reservoirs between the planes and the correlation

between tliese carriers. The unit cell of the system is a parallelepiped with the lattice con-

stants a, 6, c (a = 6 < c) for three sides respectively.

Considering the nearest-neighbor electron hopping in a single plane as well as the inter-

layer ones, the tight-binding electron Hamiltonian in the normal state has the form

n.rn ij

(2.1)

n,i

where n and m label different layers, i and j label the sites within a single layer, // is the

cliemical potential, and a =T,i is the spin projection. We neglect in-plane disorder, then

the hopping amplitudes tnm.ij can be written as

-nm.ij

i||, if n = m and i and j are the nearest neighbors.

t±{n,i)5i^ = [t'i + St^_{n,i)]5ij, if n = m ± 1

(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: The hopping amplitudes tnmM- Only two layers of the structure are shown. The

hopping t|| appears between O and A, O and B, O and C, O and D, O' and

A', O' and B', O' and C, O' and D' respectively. t± and Stx{n, i) appear between

O and O'.

Here ip is the hopping amplitude between the nearest ions in a single plane, t± describes

the coherent tunneling between two neighboring planes, and 5t±{n,i) simulates the random

contribution to the interlayer tunneling. By substituting (2.2) for tnmM into (2.1), one finds

the detailed form of the tight-binding Hamiltonian as

" (iJ) n,i

-ME 4,i,aCn,i,a + Y. <^^J-("' '^) [4,i,aCn+l,i,a + cl_^_^,i,aCn^,c] (2.3)

n,i n,i

The angular brackets in the first term denote the nearest neighbors. In our model, the

probability distribution of 5t± is assumed to be Gaussian with the averages

{5tx{n,i))^0,

Here 7 is the measure of the disorder strength.

(2.4)

(2.5)
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Now let's introduce the Fourier transforms

^.i.c^ = ;;^E^Me"'^'. (2-6)

Stj.{n, i) = -^E 5ix(Q)e^^^-', (2.7)

where the wave vector k takes values in the first Brillouin zone, N is the total number of

unit cells in our system, and R,j,i are the positions of the lattice sites. The tight-binding

Hamiltonian can be written in the momentum representation as follows

H^Ho + H', (2.8)

/fo = E^(k)4,aCk,a, (2.9)

k

^(k) = — 2i||(cos fc^a + cosfcyo) — 2ij_cosA;zC — //, (2.10)

H' = —Li: 5tx(Q)(c^cw-Q,ae-^'=- + 4^Q.„Qc.ae^'=^'=). (2.11)

Here, St_i{Q) is a random field whose correlator is given by

{St^iQi)St^{Q2)) = 7'<5q,+q,.o. (2.12)

So the above correlator is not zero only when two electrons have the opposite wave vectors,

ngimely

(5fx(Q)<5t±(-Q))=7'. (2.13)

In the equation (2.8), Hq is the free-electron Hamiltonian, while H' represents the correction

due to the random interlayer tunneling.

2.2 The Dyson equation and self-energy in the

normal state

To get the Dyson equation (see Appendix A) for our system, the first step is to calculate

the corrections to the exact Green's function of the first and second order in H' [21]. The
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JX=^= = > H > )(> h > X > X > h

Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the Matsubara Green's function in an impure

superconductor before disorder averaging. Solid lines are one-electron Green's

function. The crosses correspond to the impurity scattering. In our case, the

impiurity scattering comes from the random interlayer tunneling.

Matsubara Green's fimction is given by

G(k,k',za;„) = G^°\k,iujn)5^M' + G^'\k,k',iujr^) + G^^\k,k',iun) +, (2.14)

where G(°^(k, u;„) is the unperturbed Green's function

G('')(k,zu;„) = .
^-—

(2.15)
lUJn - ^ (k)

After averaging with respect to disorder, the first-order correction (G^^^(k,uJn)) is zero be-

cause of (2.4), and the second-order correction is

G(2)(k,ia;„) = /^G(o)(k,za;„)G(°nki,za;„)G(°)(k,za;„)(y(k,ki)V(kx,k)). (2.16)
J {2n}

Here the angular bracket means averaging over the disorder, a;„ = (2n -|- 1) nT is the nth

Matsubara frequency, ^(k) is the free-electron energy dispersion given in (2.10), and the

disorder potential y(k, ki) can be expressed as

y(k, ki) = -5ix(k - ki) (e*'^^'^ + 6"''='^'^)
,

(2.17)

see equation (2.11). By substituting the expression (2.15) for G^°^ and (2.17) for V^(k, ki)

into (2.16), and using the correlator (2.12), one finds the second order correction

G(2)(k, zu;„) = 27'G(°)(k, «^„)G(°)(k, ia;„) / f^G^'\k^,iUn) [1 + cos(A;,c + kuc)] . (2.18)
J (27r)

Then the final form of the Dyson equation can be obtained by substituting the expression

(2.18) for G(2) into (2.14) and replacing G(°) (ki,zu;„) by G(ki,zu;„) [22]:
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k-k,

)i = —> + li <y '\y
k k k, k

Figure 2.4: The Dyson equation in the case of an impure superconductor. The single solid

lines are one-electron Green's function and the double solid lines are the exact

Green's functions. Dotted lines with crosses correspond to the impurity averag-

ing.

13,

G-\k,iuJr.) - G(°^"'(k,2a;„) + 272 / 'G{kuiu;n) [1 + cos(A:,c + h,c)]

,

(2.19)
J (27r)

where

G-\k, iur,) = ia;„ - e (k) - E (k, iu;„)

.

(2.20)

Here the self-energy is different from the usual case of random potential scattering due to

the momentum dependence of the impurity lines.

We seek the self-energy E (k,a;„) in the form

^{k,iun) = ir{k,iun). (2.21)

Then the Dyson equation (2.19) yields

r(k,za;„) = -2^
J (2^)3.^^_^(ki)-ir(ki,2a;„)

o 2 fu \ f
^^^1 cos(A;uc)

^ ' W (27r)' ia;„ - ^ (ki) - zF (ki, za;„)

„ 9 . /, X / <^^ki sin(A;i2;C) ,„ „„x
-1-27^8 n(A;^c) / ^

, „ , J„—-.—r. (2.22)

This suggests separating the Matsubaxa frequency dependence from the wave vector depen-

dence as follows

r (k, iu;„) = To (zwn) + Fi (za;„) cos(/:^c) + F2 (ia;„) sin(A;^c), (2.23)
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which gives the following equations for the self-energy components

d^ki 1

re ^ _ _o 2 f
d^^i cos(fcuc)

d'^ki sin(A;i2c)

(27r)^ iiOn - ^ (ki) - iT (ki, za;„)

'

r ^-
, ^ o,2 f d^^i smjkuc)

Below we solve these equations.

First FijEz are neglected and To is calculated. With the assumption that the density of

states at the Fermi surface is constant and equal to Np, the three dimensional momentum

integrals become

/ 7^7^ = ^^ / ^W r-7UV^'
(2.25)

J (27r) J-oo J |vf(k)|

where vp (k) is the quasiparticle velocity at the Fermi surface. Then (2.24) is simplified and

Fo is reduced to the from

Np'y'^ 1
ToM = —-2-sign(a;„) ^ —sign(u;„), (2.26)

where r is the relaxation time in the normal state. Then by introducing an expansion of

[iujn — C (ki) — iT (ki,a;„)]~ as follows and doing the substitution in (2.24)

1 _ 1

iun - ^ (ki) - iF (ki , iun) ia;„ - .^ (ki) - iFo {iun)

iTi (iuJn) cos{kuc) + ir2 {iUn) sin(A;i^c)
+

[zu;„-^(ki) -iTo{iuJn)f

[zFi (iUn) cos{kuc) + iF2 (ia;„) sin(A;izc)]
(2.27)

[iun-^iki) -iro{iu>n)f

we calculate the first and the second-order corrections to the integral in (2.24) and therefore

to the values of Fq, Fi, and F2. After some algebra, one finds the first and the second order

correction of the integral turn out to be zero. So that the only solution for the self energy is

the trivial one, which can be written as

ro(a;„) = — sign(a;„), Fi (a;„) = 0, F2 (u;„) = 0. (2.28)
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Therefore

r (k,za;„) = To (a;„) == -2^' f f^^3 •

, (,,] -F^^ (2.29)

Now let's make a further step to see if we can find some non-trivial solutions for the

self-energy numerically. Since each Fj, i = 1, 2, 3 has a real and imaginary part, the solution

of (2.24) can be written as

iro = AQ + iBo, iTi^Ai + iBi, iT2 = A2 + iB2. (2.30)

After some manipulation, see Appendix B, one can write the final form for the self-energy

as

Ao = 0, Ai = 0, A2 = 0, (2.31)

and

Bo (t^n) = a;„6o (t^n) , -Bl (t^n) = l^nbl (Wn) , ^2 (w„) = UJnb2 (c^„)
, (2.32)

-Snbo = arccos

-5nbi = sin

61

.sjbj + bl
+ arccos

—5nb2 = cos

arccos

arccos

bi

.^Jbl + bl

bi

+ arccos

-f arccos

1-feo

1-60

l-bo
+ 1, (2.33)

where the following relations must be satisfied from the definition of the trigonometric func-

tion

|<5„&o|<27r, \5nbi\<l, - 2 < (5„62 < 0, l-bo < yjbl + b^. (2.34)

The above equations (2.33) and (2.34) are the final expressions used for numerical calculation.

However, we can not find any non-trivial solutions for 6's from our numerical work, which is

shown in Chap. 3. Although we can not exclude that the general nonlinear Dyson equations

(2.24) have non-trivial solutions, we will make an assumption below in Chap. 2.3, that the

only solution for the self energy is the trivial one, i.e. the one without k^-dependence.
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2.3 Solution of self-energy in the superconducting

state

Now let us include the superconducting interactions in our model. The Hamiltonian has the

form

H = Ho + H' + Hint, (2.35)

Hint = -X^^(k,ki)cLk,T4,i^ki,TC_kia,
k,ki

C/(k,ki) = lc/(A;,fci)i:'AF(k)</.[*(ki), (2.36)

where Hq and H' are defined in (2.9) and (2.11), Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian includ-

ing the pair attraction between the particles with opposite momenta, [/(k, ki) is the BCS

interaction applying to the singlet pairing, 0f is the basis function of irreducible represen-

tations r of the point symmetry group of the solid with dimensionality dp, and U{k, fci) is

assumed to be non-zero and attractive only within a narrow layer near the Fermi surface

[21].

The Green's function of a superconductor at an arbitrary temperature T < Tc in the

presence of impurities are determined by the Gor'kov equations. In the momentum-frequency

presentation, we have [21]

[iuJn - Ck - S (k, iUn)] G(k, Un) + AfeF^ (k, iu^) ^ 1, (2.37)

[iUn + a - S (k, iuJn)] F^ (k, UJn) + AkG(k, iu^) = 0, (2.38)

[iun - a - S (k, iUn)] F (k, Un) - AkG(-k, -iu^) = 0, (2.39)
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zcD„ (k) = ia;„ - S (k, ia;„)

,

(2.42)

Ak = Ao(r)0k, (2.43)

0k = COS {kxo) — COS (fcyo)

.

(2.44)

Here Qn and a;„ are the nth Matsubaxa frequencies with and without impurities respectively,

^k is the energy dispersion given in (2.10). Ak is the energy gap, and 0k is the symmetry

factor.

The self-energy E in (2.42) can be calculated self-consistently as follows. Substituting

(2.40)-(2.44) into (2.37)-(2.39), one obtains

E (k, iu!n) = iV (k, itJn)

d^ki iujn + Cki

^ J (27r)^^^ + a.+A2

-2^ cos (fc.c)
/^^^^^^^^ cos (fc,.c)

+27^ sin {k.c) r|^ .;y^\, sin (A:,.c) . (2.45)
•/ (27rj i^n + Ski + ^k

In order to separate the frequency dependence from the wave vector dependence in the

self-energy, we again represent the self-energy in the following form

r (k, iun) = To [iujn) + Fi (iUn) cos (kzc) + T2 (iWn) sin (fczc) . (2-46)

Then instead of (2.24) in the normal state, the equations for self-energy are now given by

r,(u.„) = 27'/^ '^" + ^^- sinCtuc). (2.47)

To find the solutions of the coupled non-linear equations (2.47), we first consider the

lowest order contribution to self-energy and make an approximation as follows

CJn-^^n, (2.48)
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then (2.47) becomes

re ^ - _9 2 f d^^i iuJnCos{kuc) ^ 2 f
^^^1 ^k^ cos {kuc)

rx (za.„) - 27 J ^2^^3 ^, + ^2^ ^ ^2^ ^7 y ^2;r)^ u^l + ^^ + A^,^

'

The Monte-Carlo method was used to calculate the momentum integrals in the above equa-

tions. We looked for the non-trivial solutions of the coupled non-linear equations for the

self-energy. However, we can not find any non-trivial solutions. Naturally, we come up with

an assumption that the trivial solution is the only physical solution for our problem whether

in the normal state case or superconducting state case.

2.4 The extended tight-binding model and

Hamiltonian

The former model Hamiltonian (2.3) leads to the assumption that the trivial solution is the

only solution of the self-energy in our system. Now we keep the assumption and extend the

model to include more information into the Hamiltonian. The unit cell of the system is still

a parallelepiped with the lattice constants a, 6, c for three sides respectively. But now we

consider both the nearest and the next-nearest hoppings between the ions in a single plane as

well as the interlayer ones. This is the first time in the literature that the interlayer hoppings

are taken into account in the topic of the ultrasonic attenuation in the superconductors. The

extended tight-binding Hamiltonian of superconductors has the form

" ~ ~ A^Z^ ^nm.ijCn i
qCtoj,a ~ /^ Z^ <^n,i,Q<^,i,Qi (2.50)

where n and m label different layers, i and j label the sites within a single layer, /i is

the chemical potential, and a =T,i is the spin projection. Instead of (2.2), the hopping
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amplitudes tnm.ij become

^ntn.ij — ^

t\i, if n = m and i, j are the nearest neighbors,

1^11 ,
if n = m and i, j are the next-nearest neighbors,

,

tx. + St.x{n, i), if n — m ± land 1, j are the nearest neighbors,

^
tx + 5f^{n, i), if n = m ± 1 and i, j are the next-nearest neighbors,

(2.51)

Here t\\ and i\\ are the hopping amplitudes between the nearest and next-nearest neighbors in

a single layer respectivel_y, t^, 5tx_ and t^, ^f^ describe tunneling between the two neighboring

layers. The coherent hopping amplitudes t±_ and i^ are between the nearest and next-nearest

neighbors respectively, while 5t±_ and 5t^ are two uncorrelated random functions. Since for

each site in a layer, there are four next-nearest sites in the next layer, 5f^ can be further

written as

(5?i_(n, i),i ^ i + X

8t]_{n, i), i —> i — i;

5ti(n,i),i->i + y

5ti(n,i),i^i-^

The details of 5i^ and other hopping have been shown in Fig. 2.5. So the extended tight-

binding Hamiltonian is given as

5fl{n, i) = < (2.52)

H =
"Ml Z_/ 1^ '^n.i.a'^J.O! *J- /^ [^n.i.Q'^+l.i.a + Cn+i^j^a^.i.a

" (U>

" {<iJ)> ^ ((iJ»

n,i

E
n,i

+(5il(n,i) ''n,i,a'^-l-l,i-i,a + h.C.^

+5ti(n, i) [c^^^C„+i,i+jj,„ + /i.e.]

+5i\{n, i) k i
c„+i,i_y,^ -F h.c]

V L ' ' J y

(2.53)
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Figure 2.5: The hopping ampUtudes ^nm.tj in a superconductor. Only two layers of the

structure axe shown. The hopping t^\ appears between two sites such as O and

A, O' and A', i^ is the hopping between two sites such as O and H, O' and H'.

t±_ and 6t±{n,i) appears between O and O'. i± and 5i^{n,i) appears between

O' and A, O' and B, O' and C, O' and D. For example, 5Vi{n, i) is the random

hopping between O' and A.
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where h.c. refers to the Hermitian conjugate, and ((i,j)) means the sites i and j are the

next-nearest neighbors.

After introducing the Fourier transforms

1

Cn,i,Q —

St
1

\7 •<

^Ck,a ,«kR„i

x(n,i) = ^X:<5^^(Q)e'QRn.i

5fr(n,i) = ^=E^^~r(QK'^''"'','^= 1,2,3,4,
ViV Q

the Hamiltonian in the momentum space can be written in the following form

H^Ho + H',

^o = 5Z^(k)c^Ck,a,
k

+5PAQ) [cLck-Q..e-^^-^"ncUQ,,Ck,.e'^^-^''-)'

+5^1(Q) k,.Ck-Q,.e-^'='^-^-^ +cUQ.„Ck..e^('=-'=v«)

//' = -^r^i^

2+fcjC)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

Here

^ (k) = — 2t|| (cos k^a + cos kya) — 2t± cos fczC

— 4i|| cos (fc^a) cos {kyu) — 4ix [cos (/Cxa) + cos {kyo}) cos (/^zc] — /x (2.60)

is the extended single-electron dispersion, 6t±{Q) and 5f" (Q) are the random fields, whose

correlators are given by

(5fx(Qi)5tx(Q2)) = 7'<5qi+q.,o, (2.61)

((5f:r(Qi)'5i~l(Q2)) = 7X„(^Q.+Q.,o, (2.62)
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(<^«±(Qi)5^~r(Q2)) = 0, (2.63)

where 7 and 7 are the measures of disorder strength in the nearest and next-nearest hoppings

respectively.

2.5 The Dyson Equation and self-energy in the

normal State

To get the Dyson equation (see Appendix A) for the self-energy, one can perform the same

manipulation as in Chap. 2.2. Instead of (2.17) we now have

V (k, k') = -5tj_0<i - k') [e""^' + e'"'''"]

- 5ii{k - k') [e'('=-"+'=-^) + e-^('=i"+'=^'=)"

- 5P^{k - k') [e^(*=^^-*=-") + e-^('=^^-'=i")'

-5fKk-k')

- 5il(k - k')
^i(kzc-kya)

_|_
g-i(fc^c-fc{,a)

Then the second order correction has the form

G(2)(k,za;„) =. /^G(°)(k,ia;„)GW(ki,zc^„)G(°>(k,ic^„)

2j^ {1 + cos [{k, + ku)c])

+272 (1 + cos [{h + ku) c + (fcx + fcix) a])

+272 (1 + cos [{k^ + ku) c-{k^ + ki:,) a])

-f272 (1 + cos [{k, + ku) c+{ky + kiy) a])

-t-272 (1 + cos [{k, + ku) c-{ky + kiy) a])

So the Dyson equation can be written as

G-i(k,ia;„) = G^°^~' {k,iun)+ f ^Gik.Jujn)
J (27r)

> .

(2.64)

(2.65)
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27^(1 + cos [(fc^ + fcu)c])

+27^ (1 + cos [(A;^ + ku)c + {k^ + ki^) a])

+272 (1 + cos [(A;^ + ku) c-{k^ + ki^) a])

+272 (1 + cos [{k^ + ku) c + {ky + kiy) a])

+272 (1 + cos [{k^ + ku) c-{ky + kiy) a])

Here the exact Green's function is

G~^ (k, iun) = zwn - ^k - S (k, iun) = G°~' (k, uj„) - E (k, za;„)

,

(2.66)

(2.67)

where ^k is given in (2.60). Inserting (2.67) into (2.66), one gets the following equation for

the self-energy

731

E(k,za;„) = -2/"-^ 1—
J (27r) lOJn - ^ki - E [ki, lUn)

(2.68)

7^ + 7^ cos (kzc) cos (kuc) — 7^ sin (kzc) sin (kizc)

+47^ + 27^ cos (kzc) cos {kxa) cos {kuc) cos (fcixc)

+27^ cos (kzC) cos (fcyC) cos (kizC) cos (fciytt)

+27^ sin (kzc) sin (fc^a) sin (/c^c) sin (kuo)

X < +27^ sin (/Czc) sin (fcyc) sin (fcizc) sin (fciyc)

—27^ cos (kzc) sin (fc^a) cos (kuc) sin (fci^a)

—27^ cos (kzC) sin (fc^a) cos (kuc) sin (fciya)

—27^ sin (kzc) cos (fc^a) sin (/cizc) cos (kua)

—27^ sin (/czc) cos (kya) sin (fci^c) cos (kiyu)

As before, separating the wave vector dependence from the frequency dependence, we seek

the self-energy in the form

E (k, iiVn) = Eo {iujn) + El (zw„) cos (kzc) + E2 (itt;„) sin (/c^c)

+ E3 (ia;„) cos (fc^c) cos (k^a) + E4 (ia;„) cos (fc^c) cos (fcj,a)
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+ E5 {iiJn) sin (k^c) sin (fcio) + Eg (iUn) sin (kzc) sin (fej^a)

+ E7 {iujn) cos (A;zc) sin (fcic) + Eg (ia;n) cos (k^c) sin (fc^a)

+ Eg {iun) sin (fczc) cos {kxo) + Eio (ia;„) sin (kzc) cos (fcyc)
, (2.69)

:o (ia;„) =: -2 (7^ + 4f
) /1^

,

, \ ,. . , (2.70)

El {ujn) = -272 / —^, ^

I:/ . 2.71
J (27r) ?a;„ - ^ki - E (ki, ?a;„)

vn / \ ^ 9 / ^^ki sin (fci ,c)
E2 2a;„) = 272 / —-^- ^

!^%
—-— (2.72

J {2TTy icJn - Ck. - E (ki, za;„) ^ ^

„ /. > ,_o / d^ki cos (fcizc) cos (fci^a)
E3 (zu;„ = -472 / —^- V v^/ \ 2.73

i (27r)^a;„-ek:-E(ki,2a;„) .. ^ ^

E4 (^a;„) = -4f / |j^
/os (fc^.c) cos (fc,,a)

i (27r)^a;„-^ki-E(ki,2a;„) ^ '

„ ,. , ^-2 / c^^ki sin (A;i2c) sin (fcia-a)
S5 (2u;„ = -472 /

-—L- \ ^ ^,; .^
,

2.75
^ (27r)^u;„-eki-E(ki,za;„) ^ '

„ ,. ^ .-of c?^ki sin (/cizc) sin (/ci^a)

J {2ny lUJn - .^ki
- E (ki , lUn)

'

, f. . .-2 / ^^kj cos (/cizc) sin (A:i„a)

E, (i..„) = 4^^ f|!i. s.nfec)cos(fc..a)

-/ (27r) zu;„ -^ki -E(ki,za;„)
''

J {2-kY tUJn - ^ki - E (ki, ZWn)

One can easily check the following assumption is self-consistent for the above equation

E,(zu;„)=0,i = l,2...10. (2.81)

So the self-energy is momentum-independent and satisfies the following equation

E (k, iu;„) = Eo (.;„) = -2 (7^ + 4f) f ^,, \ (2.82)^ ^ J {2ny luJn - Ckj - EoM '

E7

Eg I
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By comparing this result of the self-energy with (2.29) in Chap. 2.2, one can find the self-

energy for the extended model is different from the former one only by the coefficient which

is a measure of the disorder in a superconductor. Thus the assumption that the momentum-

independent solution is the only solution still holds.

2.6 The self-energy and Matsubara frequency in the

superconducting state

Now let us include the superconducting interactions in our extended Hamiltonian which has

the form

H = Ho + H' + Hint, (2.83)

where Ho, H' and Hint are defined in (2.58), (2.59) and (2.36) respectively. The Dyson

equation is given in Appendix A as (A.21)

G (k, za;„)

' i{un- ImEa) - (a + ReEa) - (Ak + ReEa) - ilmEs ^

, (2.84)

y - (Ak + ReEs) + iImE2 i (a;„ - ImEJ + (^ - ReE„)
j

where E^ and E2 are the matrix elements of the self-energy in the momentum-frequency

representation (see Appendix A). After some algebra, one can get the terms of the Green's

function matrix as

Gil (k, iuJn) =

G12 (k, iUn) =

det(G-i(k,ia;„))'

Ak + E2

det (G-1 (k, zu;„))
'

(2.85)

(2.86)

where

det(G-^(k,za;n)) = -'
{un - ImE„)' + ^2 _ (ReSj' + (ImEz)'

+ (Ak + ReEz)^ + 2i (ReE^) (a;„ - ImEJ
>

.

(2.87)
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A possible solution of the self-energy (see Appendix C) in the superconducting state is

So that the imaginary part of the self-energy is given by

ImE (lujn) = -2 (7^ + 47^
) / \ % ,

^ ^ ^ -. (2.89)

The nth Matsubaxa frequencies with impurities can be written as

iCbn = iujn — zlmEa (iu;„)

.

(2.90)

Let us consider alongside the Matsubara function G the function (?^(k, e), which is

analytic in the upper half-plane of u;„. Here G^(k, e) is known as the retarded Green's

function [22] and can be obtained from the Matsubara Green's function G by changing ia;„

to e 4- i5, where (5 is a positive infinitesimal:

(2.91)

Here

t{e)=iCjn\iu,^^e+i5. (2.92)

Another retarded Green's function F^(k, e) can be obtained similarly [22]:

Putting (2.89)-(2.91) into (2.92), one finds that the equation for the function t (e) in the

superconducting state can be written as

'^'^-'^'^-^^i^rt^- (2.94)

r = 27rAr^(72 + 472) = -i-,
(2.95)
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where F is a measure of the disorder, r„ defines the mean free time in the normal state. In

this thesis, only the weak disorder is considered, which means T is very small. So we made

an approximation in equation (2.94), i.e. neglected the difference between t(e) and e on the

right side. Then we have

m = e + ir X:,^;, •
(2-96)

Replacing the delta function with a Gaussian function in the above equation, we calculated

the three dimensional integral and obtained the value of the imaginary part of t (e) when F

is very small in Chap. 3.

2.7 The electron-phonon interaction

In order to get the ultrasonic attenuation theoretically, we calculate the self-energy for the

phonon Green's function and take its imaginary part, which is proportional to the rate of

ultrasonic attenuation. In what follows, the form of the electron-phonon interaction will

be discussed in details for both the longitudinal wave case and the transverse wave case.

After that the expression of ultrasonic attenuation will be derived, which will be vised for

the numerical calculations in Chap. 3.

The tight-binding Hamiltonian is given by (2.83). In order to get the expressions for the

electron-phonon interaction from the Hamiltonian, all the hoppings between different sites

have to be calculated.

For the hopping between any two sites in a superconductor, see Fig. 2.6, the positions

of the ions are changed by u(rj^ ') and u(r^ ') because of the sound waves. So the electron

hopping can be written as

<(r„r,) = nR) + ^[u(rf)-u(rf))], (2.97)
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.(0)

Figure 2.6: Diagram of the hopping between two sites in the unit cell, r^ ' and r2 are

the locations of two ions with a displacement R. u(ri ') and u(r^ ') are small

deviations of the lattice ions from their equilibrium positions because of the

sound waves.

qiu

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: The layered square-lattice structure of YBa2Cu307. The wave vector q, polariza-

tion u are the indices for (a) longitudinal sound propagation and (b) transverse

sound propagation.
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where R = rf - r^"', r, = rf^ + u (rf^) , r^ = rf + u [rf^). Then (2.97) becomes

i(ri,r,) = i(R) + ^i?,|^=.t(R) + i?^i?,i?,^=t(R) + f'^^,|^. (2.98)

Here i labels the vector components. This is the general expression which will now be

analyzed separately both for the longitudinal and transverse waves along the z-axis with

diflFerent directions of the polarization.

a), i = i|| is the hopping between the nearest neighbors in a single plane. Here i? is a

(|a| = |b| = a). Then the expression (2.98) takes the form

du
t,l(r + u(r'),r' + u(r')) = ^ll+a4-^, (2.99)

if the hopping is along the x-axis or

t,l (r + u (r') , r' + u (r')) = ty + at\^. (2.100)

if the hopping is along the y-axis.

h). t =
ill

'^ ^^^ hopping between the next-neaxest neighbors in a single plane. Then the

expression is

til
(r + u(r) ,r' + u(r')) - ty + Rt\iR,Rj-^. (2.101)

For a longitudinal wave along the z-axis, for which q = g (0,0,1), u = u (0,0,1), and

R = (±a, ±a, 0) , we have

f'll(r + u(r),r' + u(r'))=f||. (2.102)

For a transverse wave along the z-axis, for which q = g (0, 0, 1) , u = u (cos0, sin ^, 0), where

9 shows the direction of polarization, and R = (±a, ±a, 0), we have

f|l(r + u(r),r' + u(r'))=t,|4-^af;|^ (2.103)

if the hopping is along the x-axis or

f|l(r + u(r),r' + u(r'))-<l + ^ai;|^ (2.104)
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if the hopping is along the y-axis.

c). t = t± is the hopping between the nearest neighbors in the neighboring two planes.

We have

tx (r + u (r) , r' + u (r')) = ix + ct'^-gf- (2.105)

d). i = ij_ is the hopping between the next-nearest neighbors in the neighboring two

planes. We have

h (r + u(r) ,r' + u(r')) = h + Rt'^RiRj^^^. (2.106)

For a longitudinal wave along the z-axis, for which q = (7(0,0,1), u = u (0,0,1), and

R = (±a, 0, c) or R = (0, ±a, c) , we have

h (r + u (r)
,
r' + u (r')) = L + i'i^4=l^^- (2.107)

For a transverse wave along the z-axis, for which q = g (0, 0, 1) , u = w (cos 9, sin 6, 0) , and

R = (±a, 0, c) or R = (0, ±a, c) , we have

dui (r)
ij. (r + u (r) , r' + u (r')) = L + Va^ + cH'^RiRj—^-^. (2.108)

This can be further written as

i^{T + c±a,v)=i^ + i'^^^L=^, (2.109)
VOt + C^ OZ

~ ,
, , s ~ -/ cbc duy

t^{r + c±h,r) = t^ + t'^^===~^, (2.110)

tx(r-c±a,r) = tl + tl^|L=^, (2.111)
\/a^ + c^ OZ

h{v-c±h,r)=h + i'^-^^. (2.112)

Substituting all above hoppings into the tight-binding Hamiltonian in (2.83), one obtains

the electron-phonon interaction for the longitudinal wave and the transverse wave as follows.
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For a longitudinal wave along the z-axis, for which u = tz (0,0,1) and q = g (0,0,1), the

electron-phonon interaction has the form

(2^ [4 (r) Ca (r + c) + 4 (r) c^ (r - c)] -~He-p,L = -4 /7^ [4 (r) Ca (r + c) + 4 (r) Ca (r - c)]

i' f-^

4 (r) Ca (r + c + a) + 4 (r) Ca (r - c - a)

+4 (r) Ca (r + c - a) + 4 (r) Ca (r - c + a)

+4 (r) Ca (r + c + b) + 4 (r) Ca (r - c - b)

+4 (r) Ca (r + c - b) + 4 (r) Ca (r - c + b)

After introducing the Fourier transform

duz
. (2.113)

"(^^ = /?^[^^'"-^"^^""]'
{2nY

d^k
gCj^e ,

the electron-phonon interaction turns out to be

He-j>,L = -2zy -—3^ —-3Uq/L(k,q)cl,^q_^Ck.a

„. / d^q /• rf^k
t , ,, , t

"'V(^y(^<^^(^'^^^»'--^-

where /l (k, q) is the electron-phonon interaction matrix for the longitudinal wave

(2.114)

(2.115)

(2.116)

fi (k, q) = g (tx cos (fc^c) + 2t'^ cos (fc^c) [cos (fcxc) -I- cos (fcya)]! . (2.117)

For a transverse wave along the z-axis that yields u = it (cos 0, sin 6, 0) and q = g (0, 0, 1),

we have the following form for the electron-phonon interaction

[ci (r) Ca {T + a) + ci (r) c^, (r - a)]

+ [cl (r) c^ (r 4- b) + c^ (r) c^ (r - b)]

4 (r) Ca (r -I- a + c) -1- ct, (r) Ca (r - a - c)

-f-c^ (r) Ca (r - a -h c) -<- c^ (r) Ca (r -(- a - c)

dh

^J {2TTf

9a

â^
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{2^f

dh
i' f—
^'1 J (2n{2ny

'dux du

4 (r) Ca (r + b + c) + 4 (r) c^ (r - a - b)

+4 (r) Ca (r - b + c) + 4 (r) c^ (r + b - c)

4 (r) Ca (r + a + b) + 4 (r) Ca (r - a - b)

+4 (r) Ca (r + a - b) + 4 (r) c^. (r - a + b)

duy_

dz

+ (2.118)
\ dx dy )

After introducing the Fourier transform for the electron-phonon interaction, it can be ex-

pressed as

He-p,T = -2zy -—3y —-3Uq/r(k,q)cJ,+q,^Cu,a

+2i
/^ / ^3<fT (k, q) cUaCk.a, (2.119)

where /x (k, q) is the electron-phonon interaction matrix for the transverse wave

fr (k, q) — 2qi'_i cos {kzc) [cos 6 cos [kxo) -I- sin ^ cos [kyo)]

.

(2. 120)

So the general form for the electron-phonon interaction is

where / (k, q) is given by the expressions (2.117) and (2.120) for the longitudinal and trans-

verse waves respectively. For both the longitudinal and the transverse waves, the phonon

creation operator can be written as

1

ti(q)

sj2f)ujQ (q)

uo (q) = V (q) |q|

.

^q, (2.122)

(2.123)
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^^^^^^^> ^^^^^^^^"^A^

Figure 2.8: The phonon self-energy in the case of an impure superconductor. Sohd lines are

the one-electron Green's fimctions. Zigzag lines are the bare phonon propagators.

Here luq (q) is the frequency of a phonon and v (q) is the sound velocity, which in general

depends on the direction of propagation. Then the electron-phonon interaction in (2.121)

can be expressed as

cfq f d^k 1

He-p = -2i

2.8 The ultrasonic attenuation

The phonon Green's function is given as

D{q,u;^) = -.

I
r, (2.125)

lUm - Wo (q) - n (q, UJm)

where IT (q, Um) is the phonon self-energy. In the second-order approximation

X {G (k -H q, e„ + uJm) G (k, €„) - F (k -h q, e„ + Um) F^ (k, e„)}
,
(2.126)

where F and F^ are anomalous Green's functions [22]. The rate of ultrasonic attenuation is

proportional to the imaginary part of the self energy.

We introduce the retarded Green's function and use the spectral representation of the

Green's function

G(k,0=r^ ^"^'^^'^")
. (2.127)

J-oo TV Z — ICn
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The integration over k and the sum over e„ in (2.126) are exchanged and the sum can be

expressed as

n

1 f°° dzi dz2

G (k + q, e„ + ujm) G (k, e„)

-F(k + q,e„ + u;^)Ft(k,e„)

ImG^ (k + q, zi) ImG^ (k, 22)

-ImF^ (k + q, 21) ImF+^ (k, Z2)

Setting iu)„

_ I
f°°

dzi dZ2

2 J-00 It TV

X I tanh
(

a; + i^ in the above equation, we have

1

-%)-tanhf^)| .

2TJ \2TJ} Zi-Z2-lUJn
(2.128)

imrE
G (k + q, e„ + a;^) G (k, e„)

\iwm—>oJ+iS

°° dz_ r°° dz

J-00 Itt

X

-F(k + q,e„+a;JFt(k,e„)

ImG^ (k + q, 2 + w) ImG^ (k, z)

-ImF^ (k + q, 2 + a;) ImF^-^ (k, z)

{tanh (i±?^)- tanh (A)}. (2.129)

So the imaginary part of the phonon self-energy can be written as

ImG^ (k + q, e + a;) ImG^ (k, e)

-ImF^ (k + q, e + w) ImF^^ (k, e)

In the hydrodynamic approximation the electron quasiparticle mean free path is much shorter

than the phonon wave length. So the equation (2.130) becomes

T ttR / ^
2^2 1 f d^k de ,o ,, , 1

^"" (^''^) - ^W(l)T/(^^^^^'^^osh-(./2T)

X {imG^ (k, e) ImG^ (k, e) - ImF^ (k, e) ImF^^ (k, e)} . (2.131)

X < > . (2.130)
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In our numerical calculation, we only consider the weak disorder and have the following

relations for the energy gap

^°^°^=1.30, (2.136)
T.c

Ao(r) = Ao(0) -I
31

(2.137)

Ak (T) = Ao (T) (cos (fc^a) - cos (kya))
,

(2. 138)

see equations (2.43) and (2.44). Here the expression (2.137) is only a convenience approxima-

tion for the energy gap [23] . The exact form of Aq (T) can be obtained from the self-consistent

equation, which is shown in Chap. 3.5. The real and imaginary part of t (e) can be obtained

from (2.94) and (2.96), which is presented in details in Chap. 3.3. Then the final form of

the ratio of ultrasonic attenuation between superconducting state and normal state for the

numerical work can be written as

a"(q,u;) 2T (/^ (k, q))^^

de l(/Mk,q)V^62-A^(r))^^

Jo
(2.139)

cosh^(e/2r)e (e/^e^ - A^ (T))^^

When Ak is zero in the above equation one can find that the ratio of a* (q, u) /a" (q, u) is

1, which means the metal reduces to the normal state.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Results and Analysis

In the previous Chapter we introduced the general theoretical framework for the calculation

of the ultrasonic attenuation in layered superconductors. The model Hamiltonian includes

the nearest and next-nearest interactions in superconductors. The electron self-energies are

calculated in the normal state as well as in the superconducting state. Then the ultrasonic

attenuation is calculated by taking the imaginary part of the self-energy of the phonon

Green's function. In this Chapter, the computational procedures are presented and all the

numerical results of above research are shown and discussed in detail. We will present and

explain the ultrasonic attenuation length, the gap equation, and the solution for the self-

energy.

3.1 The numerical methods for 3D integrals

We use two methods to calculate the 3D momentum integrals in our work. One is the Monte-

Carlo method and the other is the Gaussian smearing method. The procedures for these two

methods are outlined below.

Let us first discuss the Monte-Carlo method [24]. A multidimensional integral can be

expressed as

rbi rb2 rbn

•^ ^ / / / f{xi,X2---Xn)dXidX2---dXn, (3.1)
Jai Ja2 «/an

where / (xi,X2 • • • x„) is the integration function and a's and 6's define the boundaries of

integration region. First we generate some random numbers in the range from to 1 as
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t\, t2-..fn, i = 1, 2...m and set

x] = aj + {hj - aj)t), j = 1, 2...n. (3.2)

n (bj - aj)
, (3.3)

j=0

Then the value of the integral can be estimated from the following expression

1
s = —

^ Li=l

where m is the number of the sets of random numbers. It is very important to have a large

enough m, which means there axe enough samples to ensure that a satisfactory degree of

accuracy be yielded in our research. Generally m is 10^. We set m as 10^ in our calculation.

As to the Gaussian smearing method, it is used to do a 3D integral over the Fermi surface

with a technique of the Gaussian broadening of the band energies [25]. As we know, the

average of any function F(k) over the Fermi surface can be written as

Jk€FBZ ^^O (l;k)

where ^k is the energy dispersion and we perform our integration in the momentum space

where k = {kx, ky, kz) spans the first Brillouin zone (FBZ) with the boundaries k^ — ±ir/a,

ky — ±n/b, k, = ±7r/c. Then the (5-function in the above equation is replaced by a Gaussian

distribution as follows

where e is the width of the Gaussian distribution. After the substitution, equation (3.5)

changes into

Here the FBZ is divided into N xNxN lattice cells when the calculation is done numerically

in our Fortran program. The lattice size has to be large enough, so that there are enough k

points over which the momentum dependent quantities are summed to yield reliable results.

Generally, the larger TV leads to higher degree of accuracy, but longer run time of the program.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when t\\ = 1, t_i/t\\ = 0.1, Ao/t\\ = 0.04,

i||/i|l
— —0.3, tj_/t\\ — —0.03, /i/i|| = —1.0. This Fermi surface is corresponding

to the curve A in Fig. 3.7 and t\^,tj_ are i\i,i± in the body text respectively.

3.2 Fermi surfaces

In this thesis we consider several different kinds of Fermi Surfaces to calculate t (e) in (2.96)

at e = 0. The energy dispersion is given in (2.60) and the shapes of the Fermi surfaces are

shown from Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.6. The values of the corresponding coefficients in (2.60) are

given as the following six sets by setting tn as the unit of all coefficients:
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when iy — 1, tx/t\\ = 0.1, Aq/^h = 0.04,

h/h ~ —0.3, ix/f|| = —0.03, /i/i|| = —0.5. This Fermi surface is corresponding

to the curve B in Fig. 3.7 and tptj_ are i\\,i± in the body text respectively.

Figure 3.3: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when t\\ = 1, ^j./i|| = 0.1, Ao/t\\ = 0.04,

h/h ~ ~"0-03, fj./i|| — —0.003, /i/i|| = —1.0. This Fermi surface is corresponding

to the curve C in Fig. 3.8 and U,tx are i\\, i± in the body text respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when t\\ — 1, t±/t\\ = 0.1, Ao/ty = 0.04,

t||/i|l = — 0.03, ij^/i|| = —0.003,
///^ii

= —0.5. This Fermi surface is corresponding

to the curve D in Fig. 3.8 and U,t^ are i\\,i± in the body text respectively.

Figure 3.5: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when t\\ — 1, t±/f|| = 0.3, Ao/iy — 0.04,

t\\lt\\ — 0, t^^|t\\ — 0, /x/;t|| = —1.9. This Fermi surface is corresponding to the

curve E in Fig. 3.9 and t^,t^ are \,t\_ in the body text respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Diagram of the 3D Fermi surface when iy — 1, t±/t\\ = 0, Ao/i|| = 0.04, f||/t|| = 0,

tj_/t\\ = 0, ///i|| = —1.9. This Fermi surface is corresponding to the curve F in

Fig. 3.9 and tptj_ are f||,^x in the body text respectively.

between Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, or between Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, we see that the effect of the

chemical potential variation on the shape of the Fermi surface is that the xy cross-section of

the Fermi surface becomes more like a square as /x increases. By comparison between Fig.

3.1 and Fig. 3.3, or between Fig. 3.2 with Fig. 3.4, we see that the Fermi surface becomes

more corrugated along the z axis when the nearest hopping t± and next nearest hopping i_i

and i|| increase.

3.3 Calculation of t (e)

When we calculate the ultrasonic attenuation, the values of imaginary part of t (e) as a

function of energy are required for the deduction from (2.135) to (2.139). The details are

shown as follows. The final form of t (e) for numerical calculation in the superconducting

state is given by (2.94) in Chap. 2:

t{e) ^e + iT-

I
d^k A±
c^^f y/tH^y^ 5(a)

I^H^k)
(3.7)
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By using the Gaussian smearing method, we calculated the three dimensional momentum

integrals and obtained the value of < (e) at e = as well as when F is very small.

When e = 0, t (e) is imaginary and can be written as

t (e) = ito. (3.8)

Then (3.7) changes into

l = r ^°^^'-.
'

, (3.9)

J2n SkGFBZ ^^ (— 2£2 j

where Ak (T) and Aq (T) have been defined in (2.136)-(2.138), which have been used by Jian-

Xin Zhu et al. in their model [23]. The relation between to/Ao and F/Aq is shown in Fig.

3.7, Fig. 3.8, and Fig. 3.9 for different kinds of energy dispersion, which are corresponding

to different Fermi surfaces from Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.6. From the comparison between Fig.

3.7-Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10, one can find that the Fermi surfaces will have significant effect

on the imaginary part oH{e = 0) only if the disorder is as weak as F/Aq < 1.0. In Fig 3.10

the values of ^o/Aq for different Fermi surfaces vary several orders of magnitude for a same

value of r/Ao . By comparison between the curves A and B, and A and C, we also find that

the smaller the interlayer hopping disorder and the chemical potential, the larger the values

of io/Ao.

So we just consider the case when F is very small. Then the self-consistency between

t (e) and e on the right side of (3.7) can be neglected, i.e. t (e) is replaced with e there and

the following expression is obtained

m-^+iT It";, (3-10)

Now we do the calculation of Imt (e) /F vs e/Ao with the coefficients used for curve A in Fig.

3.7 with the above equation. The result is shown in Fig. 3.11, where the curve is almost

linear when energy is smaller than Aq. This hnear relation between Imt (e) /F and e/Ao is
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put into (2.135) and the final form (2.139) for ultrasonic attenuation is obtained after some

algebra in Chap. 2.8.

3.4 The ultrasonic attenuation

The final form for the ratio of ultrasonic attenuation between superconducting state and

normal state is given by (2.139) in Chap. 2

a-(q.c.) _l 1 r ^^ l (/Mk,q)x/e^^^)^,
a"(q,^) 2T{P{k,q))^Jo cosh\e/2T)e (^e/^e^ - Al{T))

^^

Introducing the function A (e, q) and B (e) as follows

^(6,q) = (/2(k,q)v/62-A2(r))^^, (3.12)

B{e) = (^e/^e^-Al{T))^^, (3.13)

then (3.11) changes into

^Mq.^) ^ 1 1 r de 1 A (€, q)

a"(q,w) 2r(/2(k,q))^5yo cosh^ (e/2r) e 5 (e)
" ^^

^

So we need to calculate the values of (/^ (k, ci)) ps^ ^ i^i q) ^^^ ^ (^) ^^^ longitudinal waves

and transverse waves. In this thesis we calculated Q*/a" only in the range of low temperature

(0 < r < 0.2Tc) since the calculation in the whole range will take quite a long time.

For a longitudinal wave along the z axis, q = g (0, 0, 1) and u = w (0, 0, 1) , the result of

(/^ (k))p5 in our numerical calculation is 4.245 x 10~^ and the ultrasonic attenuation is shown

in Fig. 3.13. For a transverse wave along the z axis, q = 9 (0, 0, 1) and u = u (cos 6, sin 6, 0)

,

the value of (/^ (k))^^ is a periodic function of 9 in Fig. 3.12. The ultrasonic attenuation of

a transverse wave with the polarization u — u (1,0,0) is shown in Fig. 3.14, and that with

the polarization u = u (\/2/2, \/2/2, Oj is shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Prom the comparison of Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14, one finds that the ultrasonic attenuation

of a longitudinal wave along the z-axis with the polarization u = u (1, 0, 0) is about one orders

of magnitude larger than that of a transverse wave along the z-axis with the polarization u =

u (1, 0, 0), which means it is easier for a longitudinal wave to transport in the superconductors

than a transverse wave. As to the ultrasonic attenuation of a transverse wave along the z-

axis with the polarization u = u (y/2/2,\/2/2,0], the result in Fig. 3.15 is much more

interesting. The ultrasonic attenuation is about three orders of magnitude smaller than

those in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. For example, at T = O.lTc, the ultrasonic attenuation

in Fig. 3.15 is 4.98 x 10-^ which is much smaller than 0.27 in Fig. 3.13 and 0.04 in Fig.

3.14. But it increases much more rapidly as the temperature goes up, which means a much

stronger temperature dependence on the polarization.

So our data show the huge anisotropy of the ultrasonic attenuation in the superconduc-

tors. We also conclude that the ultrasonic attenuation depends strongly on the polarization

u and the temperature. However, our data only show a part of the story because the range

of the temperature is limited. Further more, the data at < T < O.lTc in Fig. 3.13 and Fig.

3.14 don't show a rapid decrease to zero as the temperature goes down. The reason is that

higher precision should be required during these computation since the accumulated round

off error is much larger when we do the integrals in the range < T < O.lTc.

3.5 Gap equation in the superconducting state

To calculate the ultrasonic attenuation, one needs not only the a;„ but also the temperature-

dependent energy gap. Although we use an approximation for the gap equation as (2.136)-

(2.138) in our numerical calculation, we will show the theoretical approach to the exact

values of the energy gap with a simple example as follows.
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Imt/r 2 -

e/A.

Figure 3.11: Diagram of Imt (e) /F vs e/Ao with the coefficients used for curve A in Fig. 3.7

when the disorder F is weak. Here F = 0.1Aq are used in our calculation.
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<F/>

0.0004
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e

Figure 3.12: Diagram of the {p {k,q))pg vs 9 for a transverse wave along the z-axis. Here

the angle 6 expresses the direction of polarization as u =u(cos^,sin^, 0).
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Figure 3.13: Diagram of the ultrasonic attenuation in the superconducting state as a function

of temperature in the lower temperature range for a longitudinal wave along the

z-axis with the polarization as u =^(0, 0, 1). The black dots are the numerical

results and the fitted line is shown as a guide to the eye only.

a /a "owo
s n

TfT

Figure 3.14: Diagram of the ultrasonic attenuation in the superconducting state as a function

of temperature in the lower temperature range for a transverse wave along the

z-axis with the polarization as u =u(l, 0, 0). The black dots are the numerical

results and the fitted line is shown as a guide to the eye only.
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Figure 3.15: Diagram of the ultrasonic attenuation in the superconducting state as a function

of temperature in the lower temperature range for a transverse wave along the

z-axis with the polarization as u =u{y/2/2, •v/2/2, 0). The black dots are the

numerical results and the fitted line is shown as a guide to the eye only.

We set tj_ = in (2.10), which makes the system 2-dimensional, that is

H = Hq + H + Hint, (3.15)

^0 = E^(k)4,aCk,a, (3.16)

^ (k) = — 2t||(cos /c^a + coskya) — n, (3-17)

where H' and Hint are defined in (2.11) and (2.36) respectively. For this 2-dimensional

system, the Fermi surface is cylindrical and the symmetry factor can be written as

</>k
= v/2cos(2!^). (3.18)

where \/2 is the normalization factor. After performing manipulations similar to those in

Chap. 2.2, one finds the self-energy has the form

r27r (^i^ ^
E(u;„) = -2ij^UnNF r ^-r^Jo 27r ^(2,2 + Ai

(3.19)
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where Np is the density of the states at the Fermi surface . So the renormahzed Matsubara

frequencies (2.42) become

r2T dip

For the normal state, Ak = 0, it yields

lijJn = lUJn + 2iYt^Nf I 7= (3.20)

Wn =a;„ + — sign(a;„),

2t
27^7riVp,

(3.21)

(3.22)

where r is the relaxation time in the normal state. For the superconducting state, it yields

OJrt1 /•2'r d^p u

2r Jq 2n jjj2 + A^
(3.23)

The general form of the gap equation for a superconductor is [21]

where 0k is defined by (3.18), {4>t)Fs = 1) ^^'^ ^ is the coupling constant. The value of

i^k/y'^n + ^k) ^t- T~^ = and Ak = 0, i.e. in a clean sample in the normal state is

l/|a;„|. To guarantee convergence of the Matsubara sum, the term l/|u;„| is added and

subtracted in (3.24). Then

1

VNf
-^tj: 4>\

\UJr,

+ 7rTE (3.25)

^/^^f^JFs

where the second term can be written in the following form after some algebra (see Appendix

D):

^TE
1

In
'2e^a;eri°)'

(3.26)

Here Uc = cJc/^ttT >> 1, C is Euler's constant, and T^°^ is the critical temperature at

r~^ = (no disorder). Then the gap equation (3.24) takes the form

In
fT^y oo

2nTY:
n=0

<f^l

\UJn ^^l + A^
FS.

(3.27)
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Defining the dimensionless temperature T^ asT^ -^ T/T^°\0 <T^ <l,we obtain

1 / <I>1 \\nr = 2TrTY^
n=0

Now introducing the non-self-consistent approximation

the final form for the gap equation can be written as

F5j

lnT* = E
n=0

1 /•2'r d(p

n + k Jo 2n

2cos2(2v?)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(n+l + f) +2{5ocos{2<f)/t)\

where a = I/AttT^^^t is the dimensionless strength of disorder and So = Ao/2-kT^'^\ We

did the calculation numerically and obtained Fig. 3.16, which gives the exact values of

temperature-dependent energy gap for different disorder strength. The curve a = matches

the data in the previous work by Takada [26]. Our data also shows that the superconductivity

can be suppressed by the disorder and there is a critical disorder strength a = 0.1404 where

superconductors will change to normal metals.

3.6 Solutions of the self-energy in the normal state

In this section we will show that the non-trivial solutions for the self-energy in the normal

state can not be found numerically. In Chap. 2.2 the equations for the bo, bi and 62 are

given by (2.33) and (2.34) as follows

—Sfibo = arccos
61

.y/bl + bl
+ arccos

—5„&i = sin

—5„62 = cos

arccos

arccos

bi

sjH + bl

bx

+ arccos

+ arccos

I-&0

sjb\ + bl)'

I -bo

I -bo

.^bl + bl
+ 1, (3.31)
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Figure 3.16: The diagram of Sq vs T/T^^\ Here a — I/AttT^t is the dimensionless

strength of disorder, 6o = Ao/2'kT^^^ is the dimensionless gap. The black

point a = 0.1404 corresponds to the critical disorder strength above which

the superconductivity is suppressed.

\Snbo\<27r, |5„6i|<l, -2<(5„fe2<0, 1 - 6o < V^i + ^l (3.32)

We solve these equations numerically and draw the curves bo vs 6i of (3.31) in a same

Cartesian coordinates for different values of (5„. Two typical pictures are presented in Fig.

3.17 and Fig. 3.18, and for the range of Sn from 8.0 x 10~^ to 0.1 no intersection of the

curves bo vs bi of (3.31) was found. When the values of Sn increase from 0.1 to 1.8, the

curves behave roughly as Fig. 3.17. When the values of 5„ decrease from 0.1 to 8.0 x 10"'*,

the curves behave roughly as Fig. 3.18. In both cases, whether (5„ increase or decrease,

curves a move away from curve c and no intersection has been found. So we conclude that

for <5„ > 1.8 and 6n < 8.0 x 10~^, there is no non-trivial solutions. Then we come to the

conclusion that there is no non-trivial solutions for the self-energy for all possible values of

5n- Thus the trivial solution (2.29) is the only solution for the self-energy in our model.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Discussion

We performed the theoretical analysis of single-electron properties and electron-phonon inter-

action in a disordered layered superconductor with d-wave pairing. Firstly only the nearest-

neighbor electron hopping between the sites in a single plane as well as the interlayer hopping

were considered to derive a simple tight-binding electron Hamiltonian. Then we calculated

the electron self-energy function both analytically and numerically, and concluded that the

trivial solution is the only solution for the electron self-energy function. Then we used this

conclusion as an assumption in the extended model, where both the nearest and the next-

nearest hoppings in the plane as well as between planes were taken into account. With the

extended model the renormahzed Matsubara frequency and the solutions for the electron

self-energy, both in the normal state and superconducting state, were calculated. We also

derived the expression for the electron-phonon interaction, for both the longitudinal wave

and the transverse wave. Then the ultrasonic attenuation was calculated by taking the

imaginary part of the self-energy of the phonon Green's function, which is proportional to

the rate of ultrasonic attenuation. After that the expression of ultrasonic attenuation for

numerical calculations was given and numerical work was done. Three important conclusions

were obtained from the theoretical work and the analysis of all numerical data:

1). The solutions for the self-energy of the single-electron Green's function in the nor-

mal state and the superconducting state were calculated by the analytical approach as well

as by the numerical method with a simple tight-binding model, which just takes the near-

est hoppings into account in the Hamiltonian. The only solution for the self-energy is a
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momentum-independent one. Some symmetry may be responsible for this behaviour. This

important conclusion was used as an assumption for the extended tight-binding model, which

takes both the nearest and next-nearest hoppings in the plane as well between planes into

account in the three-dimensional Hamiltonian. Then the ultrasonic attenuation was calcu-

lated analytically with the extended model by taking the imaginary part of the self-energy

for the phonon Green's function. We also find that in the normal state the self-energy for

the extended model is different from that for the simple model only by a coefficient which is

a measure of the disorder in the superconductor.

2). The effect of the interlayer hopping disorder and the chemical potential greatly

depends on the shape of Fermi surface. The xy cross-section of the Fermi surface becomes

more like a square than a circle as chemical potential increases and the Fermi surface becomes

more corrugated along the z axis when the nearest hopping t±, and next-nearest hopping

ij_ and iy increase. We also see that the smaller the interlayer hopping disorder and the

chemical potential, the larger the values of the renormahzed Matsubara frequency. However,

that effect on the renormalized Matsubara frequency is strong only when the disorder is

as weak as F/Aq < 1.0, where a difference of several orders of magnitude of to/Ao shows

up for different interlayer hopping disorder and chemical potentials. An important linear

relationship between Imt (e) /F and e/Ao is also found when the disorder is weak, which

makes our final form of ultrasonic attenuation much more simple and easy for simulation.

3). As for the ultrasonic attenuation, first it is about 10 to 10^ times larger for a lon-

gitudinal wave in the superconductors than for a transverse wave. We also find a strong

dependence of ultrasonic attenuation on the direction of the polarization for a transverse

wave, which shows a difference of several orders of magnitude of the values for different

polarization along x-axis {9 = 0) and x-y direction {6 = 7r/4). There is also a significant

anisotropy in the temperature dependence of the ultrasonic attenuation. We find that the

ultrasonic attenuation of the transverse wave decreases much faster than that of the longitu-
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dinal wave as the temperature goes down, especially when the polarization for a transverse

wave is along the x-y direction {6 = re/A). Thus our data show different kinds of anisotropies

of the ultrasonic attenuation in the layered superconductors when the sound propagation is

along the c-axis of the crystal. The values of ultrasonic attenuation depend strongly on the

temperature, and the direction of the polarization of the sound wave.

However, much more work can be done in the future. Firstly, we should do more nu-

merical work on this topic with some high speed computer. We can calculate the ultrasonic

attenuation in the layered superconductors for not only the lower range but also the whole

range of the temperature with proper required precision. Then the future experimental data

can be compared with our results. Secondly, we can enhance the accuracy of the present

calculation and reduce the accumulated round-off error at < T < O.lTc- Besides these sim-

ulations, we can also find out the symmetry in the self-energy that makes the trivial solution

the only solution in our tight-binding model, which must be important for understanding the

mechanism of the anisotropy of the ultrasonic attenuation in the layered superconductors.
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Appendix A

Dyson equation

In this Appendix we derive the Dyson equation for electron self-energy. The general form

for the single-particle Matsubara Green's function is given as [22]

Gn (1, 2) = -(r,Cr,T(ri) 4,^(^2)),

Gu(l,2) = -(T,Cr,i(ri)4^(r2)),

Fnih2)^-{TrCr,Ari)cl^ir2)),

4(l,2) = -(r,cra(n)4^^(r2)).

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

Here the arrows show the direction of the spin up and down respectively. (1,2) means

(riTi, r2r2) , where r is the location of the site (n, i) . The capital Cr (r) and C^ (r) are the

creator operator and annihilator operator, which are defined as

a (r) =
^ at (r)

^

V /

Cl (r) = (a\ (r)
, a, (r)) .

So the Nambu matrix Green's function has the form

(7(1,2) = -{TrCrAri)Cl{T2))

'Gn(l,2) Fn(l,2)

^F/^(l,2) -Gu(l,2)^

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)
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With the assumption that G is spin independent, the above equation in the Momentum-

frequency representation can be expressed as

G{k,un)

f G(k,a;„) F(k,a;„) ^

\^Ft(k,a;„) -G(-k,-u;„)
j

The self-energy in the Momentum-frequency representation has the form

(A.8)

i:(k,a;„) =
Ei(k,u;„) E2(k,a;„)

j^
E;(k,cj„) -Ei(-k, -cj„)

^

(A.9)

where

El (k, w„) = E, (k, a;„) + Ea (k, a;„)

,

(A. 10)

-El (-k, -UJn) = -^s (-k, Un) + Ea (-k, UJn)
,

(A.ll)

With the assumption that Ei (—k) = Ei (k), we have

(A.12)

(A.13)

From the equations (A.10)~(A.13), one can check the following two equations are equivalent

Es (k, LOn) = - [El (k, iOn) + Ei (k, -UJn)]
,

E„ (k, Un) = - [El (k, UJn) - El (k, -Un)] •

ImEi {-UJn) ^ -ImEi (a;„)

ReEi {-UJn) = ReEi (a;„)

So the following relations hold

ImEa {-OJn) = -ImEa {Un)

ReEa {-UJn) = ReEa {uJn)

ReEa(k,a;„) = 0,

ImE^ (k, Un) = 0.

Then the Dyson equation for the superconductor can be written as the following

iuJn - Ck - Ss (k, Un) - Ea (k, Un) - (Afc + E2)

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)

\

G-'{k,Un)

(Ak + Es)* iun + ^k + E^ (-k, Un) - Ea (-k, CJ„)
^

(A.17)
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Including E^ in the chemical potential, the above equation changes into

/ .

G-'{k,uj^) =
\

V

il^n - '^k - So (k, UJn) - (Ak + S2)

- (Ak + 1:2)* il^n + ^k - Sa (k, Un)
j

Now we separate the real and imaginary part of the self-energy, namely

Eq (k, ujn) = ReEa + zImEa,

E2 (k, ujri) = ReE2 + ^ImE2.

Then the final form of Dyson equation can be written as

/

G-'{k,Un) =
i {un - ImEa) - (^k + ReEa) - (Ak + ReE2) - zImS2

> - (Ak + ReE2) + iImE2 i {uJn - ImEa) + (^k - ReEa)
,

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)
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Appendix B

The self-energy in the normal state

Now let's try to find some non-trivial solutions for the self-energy. Since each Fj, i = 1, 2, 3

has a real and imaginary part, the solution of (2.24) can be written as

ro = Ao + iBo, Ti = Ai+iBi, Ta = ^2 + iBj. (B.l)

The Green's function in (2.24) can be expressed as

G(ki,a;„) = -:^i^, (B.2)
-'0

where

h = ?ki +Aq + Ai cos{kuc) + A2 sm{kuc), (B.3)

h = ^n- Bq- Bi cos{kuc) - B2 sin(A;uc), (B.4)

Io = l! + ll (B.5)

So (2.24) change into

r o 2 f^^h + ih fr.(.^
^° = -''

J (^^r-' ^^-'^

2
/ ^^ki h cos (kuc) + ih cos {kuc) ._. _.

^' ^ -'^
I (^ h

' ^^-'^

2 / ^^1^1 -^1 sin (fcuc) + ih sin (/c^c)

^^ = 'M (^ To
• ^^-'^

In order to get the values of Fj, i — 1,2,3 for the self-energy, one needs to calculate the

values of all i4's and B's, namely
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First the integrations over energies and over angles in the above equations are separated as

follows

where Np is the density of the state at the Fermi surface. After some algebra one finds all

A's are zero and the 5's can be written as

Bq = --fNp
I \ dkizsign [a;„ - Bq- Bi cos(A;izC) - B2 sin(A;i2c)]

,

(B.16)

c

IT

Bx = -j^Np / "^ rfkijsign [a;„ - Bq - By cos(fcizc) - B2 sin(fci^c)] cos(fci2c), (B.17)

c

B2 = 'y^Np / '^ (ikijsign [un - Bq- Bx cos(A;uc) - B2 sin(A;i2c)] sin(A;i2c). (B.18)

c

These are the iterative equations for the B's. Introducing the b's as the following

5o (a;„) = Wn^O (W„)
, Bx{uJn)=ljJnbi{Un), B2 {Un) = UJnb2 (i^n) (B.19)

The solutions for the self-energy can be expressed as

Ao = 0, Ax = 0, A2 = 0, (B.20)

Bo (w„) = / rfki^sign [I - bo - bx cos(fci2) - 62 sin(A:i2)]

,

(B.21)
C J —TT

Bx (uJn) = / rfkizSign [1 - bo - bx cos{kx2) - 62 sin(A;i2)] cos(fci2), (B.22)
C J —IT
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7 iVir /"
B2 (u^n) = / dki2sign [1 - bo - bi cos(A;i2) - 62 sin(A;i2)] sin(A;i2).

C J—ir
(B.23)

C V— IT

In what follows, the sign in the above equations will be considered and the equation

will be simplified. If sign [1 - 60 — 61 cos(A;i2) — 62 sin(/i;i2)] = 1, then I — bo — bi cos(A;i2) —

62sin(A;iz) > 0, that is

l-bo>bi cos{ku) + 62 sin(/i;i2). (B.24)

By setting /3 = (1 — 60) /ybf 4- b^ and cos ip = bi/Jb\ + 63, one can reduce the above equa-

tion to the form

(3 > cos{ku - 'f)- (B.25)

Then xq and a are introduced here and defined as

xq = ip -\- arccos (/?)

,

a. =

(B.26)

(B.27)

So the final form for S's can be expressed as

Bq {un) = -2axQ, Bi (a;„) = -2a sin (xq) , B2M = -2a (cos (a;o) + 1) . (B.28)

In order to do the calculation numerically, it is more convenience to deal with the fe's than

the B's. So introducing 5n as

r _^n _ (2" + 1) TtTc
"~

2a ~
2iVy2 '

one can write the final form for the 6's as

-Snbo = arccos
bx

.^bl + bl
+ arccos

—Snbi = sin

—Snb2 = cos

arccos

arccos

fei

.y/bl + bl

bx

.slW+^2,

+ arccos

+ arccos

1-bo

l-bp

(B.29)

+ 1, (B.30)
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where the following relations must be satisfied from the definition of the trigonometric func-

tion

l-bo<yJbl + bl \Snbo\<27r, |5„6i| < 1, - 2 < 6^62 < 0. (B.31)
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Appendix C

The self-energy in the

superconducting state

The self-energy in the superconducting state with the extended Hamiltonian can be expressed

as

7^ + 7^ cos (kzc) cos (kuc) — 7^ sin (fczc) sin (kuc)

+47^ + 27^ cos {k^c) cos {k^a) cos (fci^c) cos (/ciic)

+27^ cos {kzc) cos {kyo) cos (/ci^c) cos (kiyo)

+27^ sin (fczc) sin (fcio) sin (/cizc) sin (fciio)

+27^ sin {kzc) sin (fcyc) sin (fcuc) sin (kiyO)

—27^ cos (fczc) sin (fcj;a) cos (fci^c) sin (/ciio)

—27^ cos (kzc) sin (fcya) cos (/ci^c) sin (kiyo)

—27^ sin (/czc) cos {kxo) sin (fcuc) cos (kixo)

—2j^ sin (fczc) cos {kyo) sin (fcizc) cos (fciya)

(C.l)

El (k, iuirt) I ——3Gii(k,zcj„).
(27rj
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E2 (k, iun) = -2
/ 7r-73 G12 (k, ia;„)

7^ + 7^ COS (fc^c) COS {kizc) — 7^ sin (fcjc) sin (fcuc)

+47^ + 27^ cos (fczc) cos (/cic) cos (fcizc) cos (fcixfl)

+27^ cos {kzc) cos (fcytt) COS (kizc) cos (fci^a)

+27^ sin (kzc) sin (fc^a) sin (fci^c) sin (fciifl)

+27^ sin (fc^c) sin {kyOj sin (/cijc) sin (/ciyfl) ^ •

—27^ COS (kzc) sin (fcia) cos (fci^c) sin (kixo)

—27^ cos (fczc) sin (kytt) cos (/cuc) sin (kiya)

—27^ sin (/Czc) cos {kxO) sin (fcizc) cos (/ci^a)

—27^ sin {kgc) cos (fcyo) sin (fcizc) cos (fcii/a)

(C.2)

To separate the frequency from the wave vector in the self-energy, the self-energy is writing

as the following form

Hf' (iun) + Si {iuJn) COS {k^c) + Ep (za;„) sin (k^c)

+T,[ (iun) COS (kzc) COS {kxo) + Ej ' (ia;„) cos (fc^c) cos (fcj^a)

El (k, iun) = <! +Ef ^ (ia;„) sin (Ai^c) sin (k^a) + T,P (zu;„) sin (fc^c) sin (itytt)

-l-Ei (ia;„) cos (kzc) sin (fcia) + Ei ' (iu;„) cos (fc^c) sin {kyo)

-HEi (icJn) sin (kzc) cos (feja) + Ei ' {iuJn) sin (/Czc) cos (kya)

(C.3)

E2 (k, iu;„) = <

Ef' (iuJn) + T,2 {ii^n) COS (/c^c) + E^^^ {iun) sin (A;;jc)

-I-E2 {iuJn) COS (fczc) COS (fcia) + E2 (ia;„) cos (fczc) cos (kyO)

-I-E2 (io^n) sin (kzC) sin (fcio) + Ej (zcj„) sin (fczc) sin (/Cytt)

-I-E2 (iuin) cos (fc^c) sin {kxa) -t- Eg (itUn) cos (fc^c) sin (fcya)

-I-E2 (^ti^n) sin (fcjc) cos (/cic) + Eg («*^n) sin (fczc) cos {kya)

where

E? d^ki iun + Ck - E„

^
^

^ ^^ (27r)'det(G-Uk,ia;n))

(C.4)

(C.5)
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•^ (/TTj det (G-^ (k, 2a;„)l

Ei (2u;„) = -47 / -—3 /^ , ,, . ,N cos [kuc) cos (/ci^a)

,

(C.8)
J (27rj det [Q-^ (k, 2a;„)

j

Ei^^ (za;„) = -47^
/
-—^ ^ ^^/U i /, \\ ^°^ (^^^^^ ^°^ (^i^^)

'

(^•^)
•' (^TTj det (G~"^ (k, zcjnjj

Ef) (zu;„) = -4f / .^J';\/7/f;:".\ sin [kuc) sin (fc,.a)

,

(C.IO)
J {2.-K) det (

G~^ (k, luJn)]

E\ (za;„) = -47^ / . sm (fcuc) sin (/ciyo)

,

(C.ll)
•/ (.^TTj det (^G-i (k, zwn)

j

Ei (zu;„) = 47^
/
-—3

-

—

/^ ,
,, .

,N cos {kuc) sin (fci^a)
,

(C.12)
J {^TT) det (G~i (k, zwn))

Ei (mj„) = 47 / -—3
//^ , -, . ,x cos (fcuc) sin (/ciya)

,

(C. 13)
•' [2n) det [G-^ (k, zcj„)

j

E\ (za;„) = 47"
/ 3

sm (fc^c) cos (k^a)
,

(C.14)
•/ (27r) det (^G-i (k, z(j„)

j

(za;„) = 47 / ——3 -

—

. .
.

. sm {kuc) cos [kiya)

,

(C. 15)
•' (.^TTj det (G~i (k, zcjn))

(2tj„) = -472 /
3 ,. ^ . COS (fci^c) cos (/ci^a)

,

(C.19)
•' (27r) det (G~i (k, za;^))

(iun) = -472 /" -—

L

\ COS (fcuc) cos (fcij,a)

,

(C.20)
•' (27r) det (G-i (k, zwn))
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^2
(6)

(iun) = -47^
/ —-^-— . -.

, ^, ^ V sin (/cuc) sin (/cj^a)

,

(C.21)
J (27r) det (^G-i (k,ici;„)j

(za;„) = -47^ / A .. ^ . sin {ki,c) sin (fciya)

,

(C.22)
J [2iT) det (^G-i (k,zw„)j

' (i^n) = 47^
/ 7-^

-

—

/ -^ ,, ^ ,x cos (fcuc) sin (h^a) ,
(C.23)

•^ (^TTJ det (G~i (k, za;„)j

' (iw„) = 47" / -—^ ^ /^
, ,,

'. ,x cos [kuc) sin (A;ij,a)

,

(C.24)
J {2ir) det [G-'^ (k, ia;„)

j

' (i^n) = 4f I
7—^-

—

/
-^ , ., ^ ,N sin {kuc) cos (fci^a)

,

(C.25)
J (27r) det [G-^ (k, za;„)

j

'^

(zcjn) = 472 /
——^ -

—

\ sin (/cuc) cos (kiya)

.

(C.26)
•^ (27r) det [G-^ (k,za;„)j

For the above equations, the following assumptions are self-consistent

miun) = 0,j^l,2...10, (C.27)

Ei(za;„) = 0,j = 0,1...10. (C.28)

So the self-energy is momentum-independent and satisfies the following equation
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Appendix D

Gap equation

The gap equation is

VNp
= nTY:

<!>:

\R^ Wti
FS

+ nTY.

The second term can be manipulated as follows

(D.l)

^rEi-n - ^^E
;r|(2n + l)7rT|

1^ 1= -El -^ = 11 ^ = lnf4e^nel,
9 ^-^ rj -J- 1 /9 ^ T7 J- 1 /9 V *=>/

'2^\n+l/2\ „fo«+l/2

where C is the Euler's constant and

(D.2)

(D.3)

Then we have

So (D.2) changes into

^^EA = lnf^^'

(D.4)

(D.5)
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